Abstract-Multi-core organizations increasingly support multiple threads per core. Threads on a core usually share a single first-level data cache, so thread schedulers must try to minimize cache contention among threads. While this has been studied for concurrent threads with disjoint working sets, the problem has not been addressed for multi-threaded data-parallel workloads in which threads can be scheduled or constructed to improve inter-thread cache sharing. This paper proposes the symbiotic affinity scheduling (SAS) algorithm in which work is first partitioned according to the number of cores (i.e., the number of caches), and these partitions are then subdivided and scheduled among each core's available thread contexts so that threads sharing a core operate on neighboring elements to maximize cache locality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Workloads with significant data parallelism are gaining commercial and social importance and driving processor design in many markets. For applications with sufficient parallelism, it has been shown that a chip multithreading (CMT) organization comprising many simple, multithreaded cores maximizes performance within a given area budget [21] . Multi-threading hides latencies and can better utilize precious memory bandwidth. This design philosophy is apparent in a number of contemporary and proposed architectures, including Niagara [30] , the Cell Broadband Engine (CBE) [24] , and GPUs [17] , [2] (which despite their origin in rendering, have proved effective at a variety of nonrendering, general-purpose workloads [13] ). The addition of single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) hardware further increases thread count. SIMD organizations are appealing because they boost area efficiency for data-parallel workloads and amortize the cost of instruction storage, fetch, decode, and sequencing across multiple processing elements. Wide SIMD loads can also make more efficient use of memory bandwidth [19] 1 . Thread counts per core seem likely to increase, even though L1 cache sizes are unlikely to keep pace. Unfortunately, the benefits of increasing threads per core will be limited by cache contention unless threads are carefully coscheduled. Unfortunately, current schedulers typically treat each thread as if it ran on a separate virtual processor and hence are oblivious to interactions when threads share a cache. Previous techniques attempt to mitigate cache contention by reconfiguring the cache [11] , [47] , [53] or selecting the best combination of heterogeneous parallel threads that provide the best throughput [40] , [48] , [50] . Yet, these techniques view threads as competing entities working on disjoint sets of data. Data-parallel tasks share a common data set and typically exhibit predictable access patterns. Work should be partitioned first according to the number of caches, and threads within a core should then be cooperative and access data in a pattern maximizing spatial and temporal locality. We name this concept Symbiotic Affinity Scheduling (SAS) and demonstrate its benefits on a wide spectrum of data-parallel applications ranging from media processing and scientific computation, to mining and machine learning.
It may appear that conventional affinity-aware techniques can be straightforwardly adapted to symbiotic threads as a form of SAS. However, as we will discuss in Section II-A, these techniques only address cache affinity for an individual thread or among dependent threads, rather than among concurrently executed symbiotic threads. Even if some cacheaware techniques can be adapted to ensure the joint working set of symbiotic threads fit in the local cache, they may still suffer from conflict misses and a cache block may not be reused in time before it gets replaced.
The solution to this issue is to also exploit temporal locality among symbiotic threads to maximize sharing and data reuse. By allowing symbiotic threads to simultaneously process adjacent data, the overall sequence of memory addresses they access is similar to that of a single thread that iterates through tasks in order. As a result, they can 1 Vectors are one form of SIMD. Although they are currently only four lanes wide in most commodity processor ISAs, they will grow to 8-and 16-wide with the introduction of future ISAs [16] , [46] . An alternative SIMD organization is the array organization (dubbed "SIMT" by NVIDIA for Single Instruction, Multiple Threads), in which each lane is scalar and executes a separate thread context, and the SIMD lockstep operation is implicit and not directly exposed in the ISA. Array processing has a rich history in high performance computing, and GPUs are the commodity exemplar of this architecture.
achieve parallel performance scaling without sacrificing locality. However, due to run-time dynamics, fine-grained coordination among symbiotic threads is required to ensure inter-thread temporal locality; some data may incur more computation or cache misses than others. In such cases, it is important for symbiotic threads to re-adjust their task 2 distribution so that adjacent data can still be reused in time. Therefore, we propose SAS as a run-time approach with two stages. First, independent tasks are grouped into blocks using cache-affinity optimizations based on the layout and capabilities of the cache hierarchy; each block is assigned to an individual core to leverage spatial locality. Secondly, because nearby tasks in the same block are likely to share data for regular access patterns, each core then traverses its block and dispatches neighboring tasks to multiple concurrent symbiotic threads on the same core to leverage temporal locality.
In SAS, a block of tasks is traversed by a per-core scheduler according to an affinity graph of independent tasks (AGIT) as an indicator of locality among tasks. In an AGIT, tasks are represented as vertices and those that share data are connected by undirected edges. For many parallel applications with regular data access patterns, the AGIT may be constructed implicitly without programmer intervention (e.g. the AGIT can be formed into regular meshes, lists or trees according to different data structures and access patterns). Otherwise, AGIT construction would rely on instrumentation.
In this paper, we demonstrate SAS for data-parallel applications whose parallelism is often expressed in nested, parallel for loops. Specifically in this scenario, a task refers to the data-parallel computation scoped within the innermost parallel for loop, where each task can be identified by a particular loop index. The AGIT is implicitly constructed as a multi-dimensional mesh according to the loop space. Conventional tiling or blocking techniques [10] , [27] , [45] group a set of neighboring tasks into blocks called tiles and execute each tile within an individual thread. These techniques are referred to in this paper as Individual Tiling (I-tile). Using SAS, we propose Symbiotic Tiling (S-tile) that improves inter-thread temporal locality by allowing a tile to be collaboratively processed by symbiotic threads; concurrent threads execute neighboring tasks, which are likely to access adjacent data. We compare S-tile to I-tile on a CMT processor with 16 threads per core and a twolevel coherent cache hierarchy. Due to the unavailability of general purpose CMT processors with a high degree of multi-threading, we simulate a set of nine benchmarks selected from Splash2 [54] , MineBench [38] and Rodinia [13] . Experiments show that S-tile provides an average speedup of 1.69× and energy savings of 33% compared to I-tile. Even if I-tile is adapted to assign smaller tiles to each thread so that the aggregate can fit in the L1 cache capacity (I-tile(part)), S-tile still achieves greater locality and 30% performance gains. We also compare S-tile to SOS (Sample, Optimize, Symbios) scheduling, an adaptive contention reduction technique that reduces the number of active threads when contention is detected; results show S-tile outperforms SOS by 17%.
II. BACKGROUND To avoid cache contention among threads on the same core, we propose to regard threads on the same core as a joint set of work and improve their joint cache affinity. We investigate not only inter-thread spatial locality where the joint working set of symbiotic threads fits in the cache capacity, but also inter-thread temporal locality where threads reuse the same data within a small time interval. In short, for a given partition of the data, both spatial and temporal locality are maximized if threads operate on immediately adjacent data elements, rather than further partitioning the data into disjoint blocks.
There are abundant studies that aim at effectively reordering or distributing computation tasks to maximize memory system throughput. They can be further divided into two complementary categories: techniques that map computation tasks to cores according to cache affinity or data locality, and techniques that reduce contention once tasks have already been mapped to cores. We present a road map of these techniques and study the differences between the proposed technique and the conventional techniques.
A. Affinity-Aware Task Scheduling
Affinity-aware task scheduling can occur during two stages: first, threads are constructed as virtually independent cores where each processes a disjoint block of neighboring tasks; and second, threads are scheduled on the underlying architecture with a particular order or mapping that optimizes cache-affinity.
1) Affinity-Aware Thread Construction: An individual thread can be created in a way that maximizes spatial locality by computing a sequence of neighboring tasks that are likely to access adjacent data. For tasks with regular access patterns, Tiling or Blocking can be employed to partition the workload into consecutive chunks that each map to a thread [10] , [20] , [22] , [23] , [27] , [29] , [31] , [36] , [42] , [45] When data accesses are irregular, the underlying system can still reorder independent sections of code according to userinstrumented address hints that indicate data locality among code sections [41] or runtime discovery.
These techniques improve data locality within an individual thread. Nevertheless, when multiple threads share the same cache, their working sets do not necessarily overlap, and their joint data-accesses are likely scattered, leading to a higher possibility of conflict and capacity misses. Even if some cache-aware techniques may adapt to multi-threaded cores by subdividing a data partition that fits in the cache capacity among symbiotic threads, they still suffer from a lack of inter-thread temporal locality. For temporal locality within a thread, a cache block may have to persist in the cache for a long time to be reused again. On the other hand, for reuse across threads, if the cache block can be simultaneously reused by multiple threads (our approach), its risk of being replaced before fully reused becomes lower.
This observation is justified in Section VI by comparing the performance of two techniques (i.e. I-tile(part) and S-tile).
2) Affinity-aware Thread Scheduling: Once threads are created, there are several approaches to improve cache affinity:
• An individual thread is scheduled on the core where it has run previously to reuse remaining data in the private cache [52] .
• An individual thread migrates closer to the cache or memory from which it frequently requests data [12] , [28] , [35] .
• Dependent threads are scheduled on the same core to save data communication [6] , [7] , [14] , [49] . These scheduling techniques are based on the history about where threads have executed or the knowledge of data dependency among threads, neither of which indicate affinity between concurrent threads sharing data, a challenge raised when data-parallel applications run on multi-threaded cores.
3) Affinity-aware Workload Partitioning: While the above techniques improve data locality either within a thread or among dependent threads, there is limited work in improving affinity among concurrent symbiotic threads, an issue raised by multi-threaded cores. Lo et al. proposed a workload partitioning technique that subdivides a page of data among concurrent threads on the same core to minimize TLB footprints [33] . However, such static approaches cannot be easily adapted to reduce cache footprints, which requires a more fine-grained orchestration between threads. A more detailed discussion can be found in Section III-A. One adaptation of this technique to reduce cache footprints is to further divide a data partition that fits in the cache capacity among concurrent threads. We refer to it as I-tile(part) and Section VI shows that it is inferior to S-tile.
B. Contention Reduction among Threads
Once threads are created and mapped to cores, it may occur that some storage resources may be shared among multiple threads. These resources include the shared lastlevel cache, private caches and TLBs. There are two main approaches to reduce such contention:
• Only a few threads are selected from a pool of threads whose joint working set minimizes cache contention [40] , [48] , [50] , [57] .
• Shared storage can be dynamically partitioned among threads according to their distinct demands [11] , [47] , [53] . These techniques are mostly intended for heterogeneous threads with different demands in cache capacity or associativity. While they are able to prevent cache thrashing and optimize cache throughput, they do not address data reuse among threads that would further improve the computational throughput. Because only the overall performance is dynamically profiled, these techniques are not aware of data access patterns among concurrent threads and are not able to improve inter-thread data sharing.
Nevertheless, contention reduction techniques can serve as complementary optimizations to cache sharing; there can be severe contention even if data is intensively reused among threads. We study the impact of these techniques in Section VI with I-tile(SOS) and S-tile(SOS).
C. Fine-grained Parallelism and Vector Processing
The trends for deeply multi-threaded cores to support finegrained parallelism can be observed from Niagara [30] , the Cell Broadband Engine (CBE) [24] , and graphics processors such as NVIDIA's Tesla [17] that are sometimes used for general purposed computation. While hardware support has been proposed to assist fast dispatching of fine-trained tasks [32] , we are not aware of any prior technique that aims to automatically improve affinity among concurrent, finegrained tasks, even in the newest OpenMP specification [8] .
Vector processing may appear similar to our proposed technique; "threads" are grouped into vectors and the need to access data in vector-sized chunks forces the programmer to build affinity among threads in the same vector. Vector processors may have multiple, vector-width threads so that the core can switch among them to hide memory latency, however, there is nothing to force the programmer to assign neighboring tasks to threads in different vectors, which requires an understanding of the data access patterns for each vector. Our proposed technique accomplishes this at runtime without burdening the programmer or compiler. Compared to CUDA [39] , whose abstraction of the explicitly-managed, per-block shared memory requires the programmer to manually manage data affinity at a greater effort, our technique works with implicitly managed caches, and it automatically schedules fine-grained tasks with inter-thread data affinity at runtime.
III. SYMBIOTIC AFFINITY SCHEDULING FOR
DATA-PARALLELISM We first introduce some common concepts about tiling. An example is then used to illustrate the conceptual benefits of our technique.
A. Tiling for Symbiotic Threads
Tiling targets data-parallel applications with nested, parallel for loops. An N level nested parallel for loop intuitively defines an N -dimensional grid of loop indices. An innermost iteration corresponds to a parallel task, which is associated with a particular loop index. A tile is a block of tasks that associates with a block of contiguous loop indices. Given regular data access patterns, a tile demonstrates good internal data locality. Conventionally, a tile is assigned to an individual thread, and because each thread is assumed to run on a separate processor with its own cache, the only locality is intra-thread data locality. These techniques are referred to in this paper as individual tiling (I-tile) and are widely used in parallel programming models such as OpenMP [18] and TBB [15] .
Sadly, I-tile does not address the temporal locality of data accesses among symbiotic threads; even if two threads on the same core are assigned neighboring tiles that have bordering tasks, the amount of data-sharing is negligible compared to threads' overall working set. In addition, because threads in I-tile traverse tiles independently, neighboring tasks belonging to different tiles are seldom executed close in time to reuse data. It may also appear that I-tile can be adapted to symbiotic threads by creating smaller partitions so that the sum of all the working sets of all threads on the same core will fit in the cache. However, it is very difficult for such an approach to cope with conflict misses, as we will show in Section VI with I-tile(part). We propose symbiotic tiling (S-tile) that performs tiling according to the number of D-caches rather than the number of threads and dispatches data sharing tasks to concurrent threads. Because tasks with neighboring loop indices are more likely to share data given regular access patterns, the conceptual AGIT corresponding to the nested, parallel for loop can be simply regarded as a multi-dimensional mesh defined according to the lower bound, upper bound, and stride in each dimension of the tile. The AGIT is then traversed by symbiotic threads in a round robin fashion to ensure threads execute neighboring tasks.
It may appear that S-tile can be achieved by static analysis: tasks can be distributed to symbiotic threads in a cyclic way, similar to what Lo et al. proposed in cyclic scheduling where a page of data is distributed cyclicly among simultaneous threads in order to reduce TLB footprints [33] . However, reuse of cache blocks, rather than pages, is more sensitive to run-time dynamics; threads with unbalanced workloads, due to control flow or memory latency, may fall behind, and static approaches fail to re-align their task assignment. These fall-behind threads may not able to reuse cache blocks in time. Threads may fall behind even in SIMD cores -although threads in the same SIMD group are synchronized with their tasks are aligned, there are usually multiple SIMD groups on the same core, and threads in different SIMD groups may execute asynchronously for latency hiding purposes. In addition, static scheduling in a cyclic way requires knowledge of cache capacity and tile size, which either varies in different processors or may not be known until runtime. This leads to high complexity and poor portability. Given all of these factors, we implement our solution as a user-level, runtime library.
B. Case Study: HotSpot
HotSpot [25] is a thermal simulator that estimates processor temperature based on block layout and performance measurement in architectural simulation. It is a member of the structured grid dwarf [4] , in which computation can be regionally divided into sub-blocks with high spatial locality. Structured grid applications are at the core of many scientific computations. Other notable examples include Lattice Boltzmann hydrodynamics [43] and Cactus [3] . Figure 1a shows a simplified 2-D version of HotSpot's code. In each iteration, a task gathers five neighboring elements on a 2-D grid to produce a new value. Assuming data array is row-major, the 5 neighboring elements are scattered in three D-cache blocks.
When HotSpot is parallelized using I-tile, it queries for the number of existing thread contexts and tiles its parallel loop accordingly. As Figure 1b illustrates, on an example parallel system with four 4-way multithreaded cores, sixteen 256 × 256 tiles are created to operate over a 1024 × 1024 grid to match the number of hardware thread contexts. Each thread then executes a distinct tile. Since tiles have minimally overlapping working sets, there is hardly any cache sharing among threads on the same core. Concurrent tasks executing over the same D-cache request 20 elements scattered among 12 D-cache blocks.
S-tile, on the other hand, partitions the same parallel nested loop into four 512 × 512 tiles to match the number of D-caches. In our example of a four-core CMT, each tile is then assigned to a core with four threads sharing the same cache. Consecutive, neighboring tasks in the same tile are then dispatched to concurrent threads. As Figure 1c shows, concurrent neighboring tasks reuse adjacent data in a short span of time; in fact, at the same time in the case of SIMD access. As a whole, our example requests only 14 elements scattered in three D-cache blocks, assuming each D-cache block is 32 B and can host up to eight elements in a row. In this way, S-tile's L1 cache footprint is similar to that of a single threaded core! Although it may seem that I-tile can achieve the same data locality by only activating one thread per core, this would lose all the benefits of multithreading. This comparison is further evaluated in Section VI-A.
As a result, we show in Figure 1d that as we increase the number of threads per core together with D-cache associativity from one to 16, HotSpot experiences dramatic increases in D-cache misses with I-tile because of D-cache contention. On the contrary, the number of D-cache misses remains relatively constant with S-tile. I-tile(part) helps, but because each thread works on disjoint tiles-even though these tiles were sized to try to fit in the cache-run time dynamics can lead to contention that S-tile does not suffer. The reduced D-cache contention leads to better speedup and energy efficiency, as will be shown in Section VI.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION Due to the lack of commercialized systems with many general purpose cores that have a high degree of multithreading, we simulated our benchmarks on MV5, an event-driven, cycle-accurate multicore simulator based on M5 [37] , [5] . Since TBB [15] and OpenMP [8] programs use the Pthread library, which does not execute properly in system emulation mode, we implemented a user-level runtime threading library supporting basic operations required for a split-join threading model. A nested, parallel for loop is abstracted as a generic C++ class whose member function can be derived to encapsulate code sections within the innermost loop. This member function computes an individual task given a particular loop index. When instantiated with loop boundaries and strides, the C++ object invokes the threading library which partitions the loop, schedules and executes all the tasks. Figure 2 gives an example of how our threading API transforms a parallel for loop. Such an API is not new, and there are existing techniques that can automatically extract boundaries and strides of a parallel for loop such as employed by OpenMP [8] . Given appropriate compiler support or code transformation, our runtime technique can work with with existing APIs without modifying applications' source code; our threading API is only designed to mimic the programming interface in existing parallel APIs in our simulation. Benchmarks are all cross-compiled to the Alpha ISA using gcc 4.1.0.
Internally, the run-time library interprets the upper bounds, lower bounds, and strides of nested parallel for loops. The run-time library then creates a monitor thread that executes on a randomly chosen core. The monitor thread in turn spawns threads on all available hardware thread contexts and then acts as the centralized tile scheduler, which is responsible for constructing the AGIT and partitioning the loop according to either I-tile or S-tile.
The AGIT for regularly strided, parallel for loops is a two dimensional array with three rows, each representing the upper bounds, and lower bounds, and strides in all levels of the nested loop. It is allocated in the heap of the monitor thread, and the cost in the memory space is negligible (N words, where N is the number of levels in the nested loop. Note N does not increase with a larger input size). The monitor thread is only activated during the sequential phase right before the parallel phase. After it partitions the loop space and distributes the tiles, it is suspended with its context switched out. The amount of work it performs does not scale with the input size and is small compared to the actual tasks performed by the parallel threads. For heterogeneous architectures, the monitor thread can run on a latency-oriented out-of-order core, while other parallel threads run on a set of throughput-oriented cores.
In I-tile, the centralized tile scheduler evenly partitions the loop according to the number of hardware thread contexts. Tiles are represented concisely by their boundaries and strides, and are stored in a shared memory structure. On each core, an individual thread repeatedly checks a flag to see whether a new tile is available, and acquires the tile if so. It then computes the tile by repeatedly calling the function representing the innermost loop within the tile boundary.
In S-tile, the centralized tile scheduler evenly partitions the loop according to the number of cores. Each multithreaded core has one of its threads accept the tile in a manner similar to I-tile. This thread then acts as the percore task scheduler. It first allocates queues for storing loop indices for each thread on that core. It then iterates through the tile; instead of computing tasks, it only generates loop indices which are then pushed into the pre-allocated queues in a round robin fashion. Afterwards, threads on the same core, including the per-core task scheduler, fetch loop indices from their associated queues and execute tasks in parallel. As a result, multiple threads do not compete for the same task queue. The per-core task scheduler keeps filling a queue that is nearly empty. A thread will be busy waiting once it finds its queue empty.
The runtime library in S-tile effectively dispatches finegrained tasks to symbiotic threads; hardware support for fine-grained parallelism, such as that proposed by Kumar et al. [32] , is helpful but not necessary for three reasons. First, overhead in the operating system is negligible because everything takes place at user-level except for creating the initial threads. Secondly, dispatching a task is as simple as copying the next loop index from a queue and calling the function representing the innermost loop. Finally, it usually takes the per-core task scheduler fewer than 10 instructions to advance to the next loop index and buffer it. Therefore it does not create noticeable overhead since each task usually takes hundreds or thousands of instructions to execute. By manually experimenting with the run-time overhead, we found that a latency of 10 cycles in scheduling each task yields an average performance overhead of 0.7%. Note that some of the computational latency resulting from task scheduling can be hidden due to the overlap of memory accesses. However, if tasks are only a few cycles long, the overhead in the run-time may still be significant. In such cases, a hardware task scheduler can be used instead. We have modeled it using a Virtex-II Pro XC2VP30 FPGA [55] . The hardware implementation requires an equivalent gate count of 3117, while even a simplest, single-threaded inorder core would still take at least tens of thousands of gates (35K gates for a 32-bit LEON2 processor compliant with the SPARC V8 architecture [1] ). The hardware implementation is able to generate a loop index every cycle at 1.0 GHz.
A. Over-Decomposition and Load Balancing
Workloads are always balanced among symbiotic threads because the per-core task scheduler keeps filling the queues of loop indices, and any idle thread can fetch a new task from its queue. Under most circumstances, tiles are similar in size with similar amounts of computation, and workloads among cores are balanced as well. Therefore, the number of tiles by default equals the number of cores in S-tile. However, in the case of those applications that may have unbalanced workloads among tiles, programmers can overdecompose the parallel loop into smaller tiles with a larger quantity than the number of cores [31] . Load-balancing is then achieved by having idle cores fetch remaining tiles. Over-decomposition is not used when generating the results presented in Section VI.
V. METHODOLOGY Our simulations model multi-threaded cores that operate over coherent cache hierarchies, resembling those found in Niagara [30] , Larrabee [46] , and Fermi []. Our core model can host hundreds of thread contexts. With such a degree of multi-threading, a deeply pipelined, out-of-order core may be neither area nor energy efficient. Instead, SIMT (Single Instruction, Multiple Threads) is more common for highly multi-threaded cores, and therefore we base our experiments upon SIMT modeling. SIMT cores group multiple scalar threads into SIMD batches that operate under a common instruction sequencer. Different from traditional SIMD structures based on vectorization, SIMT is formed by multiple scalar threads that maintain their own registers and they may follow different control flows. These properties entitle the processor to accommodate SPMD (Single Program, Multiple Data). SIMT is now used in commodity graphics processors such as NVIDIA's Tesla [17] . It is used not only for graphics but also for a wide range of general purpose applications [13] . While our evaluation focuses on SIMT, the principles of SAS and symbiotic tiling apply to multithreaded cores of any width. To explore the applicability of symbiotic tiling on cores with various SIMD widths and multithreading depths, e.g. Niagara or Larrabee, we scale the SIMT width from one to eight in Section VI-A.
A. Modeling and Configuration
We model cache latency using Cacti [51] . Pullini et al. [44] provide the basis for our interconnect latency modeling. The per-thread IPC (instructions-per-cycle) is assumed to be one except for memory references, which are modeled faithfully through the memory hierarchy (although we do not model memory controller reordering effects). Cores switch SIMT groups in zero cycles upon a cache access by pointing to another set of register files, as commodity GPUs do [17] .
The on-chip memory system has a two level hierarchy. Each core has a private I-cache and a private D-cache. Dcaches are banked to cater to the bandwidth demands of multiple thread contexts. A thread context can access any D-cache bank. If bank conflicts occur, memory requests are serialized and a one cycle queuing overhead is charged; the queuing overhead is much smaller than the hit latency because we assume requests can be pipelined. I-caches are not banked because only one instruction is fetched every cycle for an entire SIMT group. All L1 caches share the L2 cache through a crossbar. The L2 cache is inclusive and can hold more than twice as much data as all of the L1 caches combined. Caches are physically indexed and physically tagged. We employ the MESI directory-based coherence protocol. Table I summarizes the main system parameters.
Energy is modeled in four parts. We use Cacti 4.2 [51] to calculate dynamic energy for reads and writes as well as the leakage power of the caches. We estimate the energy consumption of the cores using Wattch [9] . The pipeline energy is divided into seven parts including fetch and decode, integer ALUs, floating point ALUs, register files, result Cores Alpha ISA, 1.0 GHz, 0.9V Vdd. in-order. 16 Table I : Default system configuration bus, clock and leakage. Dynamic energy is accumulated each time a unit is accessed. Energy in crossbar's switches and routers are also modeled after the work of Pullini et al. [44] , and we assume the physical memory consumes 220 nJ per access [26] . We neglect refresh power.
B. Benchmarks
We select a set of parallel benchmarks from several benchmark suites. Our primary objective is to obtain representative data-parallel applications with distinct data access and communication patterns. To maintain manageable simulation times, the input size is carefully chosen so that it assigns sufficient work to each core and the overall working set is larger than the capacity of the L2 cache size. This is large enough, since our technique mainly addresses L1 cache misses. We have tried some experiments with larger input sizes and the speedups stayed almost the same. Table II We use I-tile as a baseline and compare its performance to S-tile. Two other implementations, adapted from conventional techniques, are also compared: I-tile(part) subdivides a data partition that fits the cache capacity among symbiotic threads; I-tile(SOS) is named after Sample, Optimize, Symbios (SOS) scheduling that selects an appropriate set of threads to reduce cache contention [48] . In our adaptation, SOS first experiments with different SIMT widths and then chooses the one that yields the best throughput-wider SIMT execution increases parallelism but also increases cache contention. The optimal SIMT width can be equal to or less than the available pipeline width (i.e. the number of SIMD lanes) provided by the hardware. SOS can be applied to S-tile as well as a complementary technique, and we name it S-tile(SOS). Table III summarizes the combinations of partitioning and scheduling techniques that we study.
To take into account the run-time dynamics, the performance of each configuration is presented as the mean of the outputs from five simulations. Within each simulation we randomly assign tiles to threads (in I-tile systems) or cores (in S-tile systems). For simulation results belonging to the same configuration, the coefficient of variation for executed cycles usually falls below 1%. 
A. Performance Speedup
To compare the overall performance scalability for the five systems, we increase the number of threads per core from 1 to 16. Experiments are conducted on a simulated four-core CMT. Within each core, execution switches among active threads or thread groups to hide memory latency (except of course when only one thread context is available). Switching among threads costs zero cycles.
As Figure 3 shows, for two, four, eight and 16 threads, the average speedup of S-tile over I-tile is 1.08×, 1.25×, 1.43×, and 1.69×, respectively. Not surprisingly, S-tile is more beneficial to high-dimensional access patterns -strided accesses resulting from tasks nested in multilevel parallel loops (FFT, Filter, HotSpot, LU) or tasks that gather and scatter high-dimensional data (Filter, HotSpot, LU, N-W, Short). Tasks in these applications involve scatter or gather memory addresses with large strides, leading to less locality. Cache conflicts are more likely to happen and therefore exploiting cache affinity becomes more critical. This phenomenon is more evident in Figure 4 where D-cache misses and reuses are characterized; S-tile improves data reuse significantly in those workloads.
Although I-tile(SOS) is able to improve I-tile's performance to some extent, or to degrade more gracefully, it does not achieve as much performance gain as S-tile does alone; different from I-tile(SOS), S-tile reduces cache contention without decreasing SIMT pipeline utilization. I-tile(SOS) may also fail to adapt to runtime phase changes, and its performance may even degrade. In general, S-tile outperforms I-tile(SOS) by 31% on an 8-way CMT and 17% on a 16-way CMT.
On the other hand, Figure 3 shows that S-tile(SOS) performs similarly to S-tile, however, SOS may benefit Stile where computational resources are extremely limited, as we will show in Figure 5 . In such cases, S-tile and SOS can serve as complementary techniques; while S-tile improves cache sharing extensively, SOS reduces cache contention when necessary. Figure 4 shows S-tile's drastic improvement in data reuse. While I-tile(part) is able to improve cache reuse as well, its improvement falls far behind that of S-tile in many benchmarks due to the lack of temporal locality. As a result, cache blocks are more likely to be replaced before they are reused again. Compared to I-tile(part), S-tile brings additional performance gains of 13% on an 8-way CMT and 30% on a 16-way CMT, as illustrated in Figure 3 .
B. Data Reuse and Contention Reduction
The effect of improved cache sharing is reflected on conflict and capacity misses. The D-cache associativity is varied from four-way associative to fully associative and the resulting performance is compared in Figure 5a . As soon as the D-cache associativity increases to the number of symbiotic threads, S-tile's performance dramatically improves and reaches optimal, leaving I-tile behind. The performance gain with fully associative caches shows that S-tile saves capacity misses as well. On the other hand, while I-tile(part) reduces capacity misses in the case of fully associative caches, it suffers from conflict misses more than S-tile.
Cache sharing also leads to better storage utilization, and D-cache size is much less of a scaling bottleneck in Stile than in I-tile. We compare the performance of I-tile and S-tile by varying the D-cache size from 4 KB to 128 KB. Results are shown in Figure 5b . With the exception of KMeans and SVM, all benchmarks show that I-tile's performance drops more drastically than S-tile's when we shrink the D-cache size. S-tile's reduced demand on D-cache size also indicates that the same D-cache can host more thread contexts in S-tile than in I-tile.
S-tile's improvement in storage utilization also leads to area efficiency and power savings. Several workloads show that S-tile's performance achieved at a D-cache size of 8 KB or 16 KB is similar to, or sometimes even better than, I-tile's with 128 KB D-caches. Using Cacti [51] to model the area cost, we show that a decrease in D-cache size from 128 KB to 8 KB saves 1.89 mm 2 for a system with 4 cores. On a system with 8 cores, this saving can account for another in-order core! In addition, several techniques provide opportunities to power down some cache segments [34] , [56] . In fact, seven out of eight cache segments can be powered down with a 128 KB cache in S-tile to achieve the same performance as in I-tile.
C. Scalability through Reduced L1 D-cache Footprints
S-tile achieves more scalable performance because it is able to accommodate a larger number of symbiotic threads with little increase in D-cache footprints. We breakdown D-cache misses into first misses (i.e. misses that allocate MSHRs and send data requests to the lower level caches) and secondary misses (i.e. misses captured by MSHRs whose requests have already been sent to the lower level storage). We focus on the comparison of first misses since secondary misses are not part of the critical loop of memory accesses. Figure 6 shows the number of D-cache first misses when the number of symbiotic threads increases for both I-tile and S-tile. With more threads per core, I-tile often experiences an explosion of D-cache first misses caused by contention, even though the D-cache associativity scales accordingly to the number of threads per core. This inevitably leads to cache thrashing. The number of D-cache misses are reduced by I-tile(part), however, it still keeps increasing with more threads.
On the other hand, the number of S-tile's D-cache misses remains relatively constant under the same scaling. In most benchmarks, the number of D-cache misses remains almost identical to that of single-threaded cores even with eight threads per core or more. It is also observed that S-tile alone is equally as effective as I-tile(SOS) in reducing the number of D-cache first misses, and this is achieved without decreasing the number of active threads. As a result, S-tile is able to scale parallel performance beyond other systems. Figure 7 : Sensitivity to the LLC cache design on a 16-way CMT. Each core has a SIMT width of eight. S-tile and Itile respond similarly to different LLC cache designs. S-tile performs consistently better than I-tile. In each configuration, the average speedup across all benchmarks is shown as Average.
D. Sensitivity on Various Shared Cache Designs
Performance sensitivity on shared cache designs is also investigated. We scale the last level cache's (LLC's) associativity from 4 to 32 and show the resulting performance in Figure 7a . All systems show similar sensitivity to LLC associativity. S-tile does not improve LLC cache sharing by much because concurrent threads over different cores still operate on distinct tiles. Instead, SOS may be more effective in reducing LLC contention when the LLC's associativity is extremely small. Nevertheless, systems with S-tile always outperform their I-tile equivalent.
Both S-tile and I-tile suffer when the available LLC capacity is small, as illustrated in Figure 7b . In fact, S-tile's performance may even degrade to that of I-tile. In this scenario, both S-tile(SOS) and I-tile(SOS) perform significantly better than S-tile and I-tile, and S-tile(SOS) achieves the best speedup. With an LLC larger than 1024 KB, its capacity is no longer a scaling bottleneck, and performance starts to benefit more significantly from S-tile than from I-tile(SOS).
E. Applicability with Various Pipeline Configurations
To demonstrate the wide variety of multi-threaded cores S-tile can benefit, we vary the number of scalar pipelines per core, or the width of a thread group, from 1 to 16. The degree of multithreading, or the number of thread groups, is also varied from 1 to 16. Figure 8a illustrates the average speedup relative to the performance of 4 single-threaded cores over the memory system specified in Table I , with D-cache associativities equal to the total number of threads per core. The maximum speedups for I-tile and S-tile are 2.39× and 3.54× respectively, and both are achieved with a moderate degree of multithreading and pipeline width; too few thread groups are not able to sufficiently hide memory latency, while too many thread groups may involve more threads than necessary and increase cache contention. On the other hand, since we only model pipelines that operate in SIMT lockstep, a wider pipeline is more likely to suffer from stalls due to cache misses by individual threads or from under-utilization caused by divergent branches.
The speedup of S-tile over I-tile under the same configuration is maximized with a moderate degree of multithreading and pipeline width as well. This phenomenon has to do with the interaction between D-cache contention and the effectiveness of latency hiding; the benefit of S-tile can be increased with more thread groups due to more D-cache contention, at the same time, it may also be obscured by the improved latency hiding. While I-tile's performance may get closer to S-tile with more effective latency hiding, Figure 8b demonstrates that S-tile's savings in D-cache misses always grows with the number of threads per core. On the other hand, S-tile does not always benefit more with a wider pipeline; if S-tile is not able to eliminate cache misses simultaneously for all threads within the same group, a SIMT thread group has to stall anyway.
Compared to I-tile(part), S-tile's performance gains increase with a larger number of symbiotic threads, as shown in Figure 8c . Similar to the comparison of I-tile, S-tile benefits most with a modest degree of multi-threading and pipeline width.
It is also important to note that S-tile does not only benefit cores with SIMT pipelines. Even for a single scalar pipeline that switches among multiple threads, S-tile can lead to 10% performance gains over I-tile as well as I-tile(part). This indicates that S-tile and latency hiding techniques are complementary.
F. Energy Savings
Since SAS promotes constructive cache sharing and significantly reduces the number of D-cache misses, it also significantly reduces the number of L2 cache lookups. As Figure 9 suggests, the energy budget on the L2 cache is reduced significantly using S-tile.
The performance gains also translate into lower leakage energy. Leakage accounts for a significant portion of total energy consumption at a technology node of 65nm or smaller. Therefore, execution time correlates closely with energy consumption. All benchmarks save energy with Stile, with an average energy savings of 36% compared to I-tile and 17% compared to I-tile(SOS) and I-tile(part). We observe the same trend that programs with high-dimensional access patterns benefit more from symbiotic tiling in energy consumption. VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK With emerging multithreaded cores, there has been some work on thread scheduling that reduces resource contention, but nothing that considers cache sharing among dozens or hundreds of concurrent threads sharing a common L1. Conventional data partitioning techniques can be adapted to subdivide data partitions among symbiotic threads for spatial locality; however, threads would still operate on disparate data and may suffer from conflict misses. The solution is to also exploit temporal locality among symbiotic threads. We propose symbiotic affinity scheduling (SAS) that partitions work according to the number of L1 caches, and then use all threads on that processing unit to work simultaneously on adjacent data in the same partition. This becomes particularly important for high-dimensional data accesses because their strided accesses penalize data-locality. The scheduler demonstrates an average speedup of 1.69× and average energy savings of 33% on the data-parallel benchmarks we studied. Based on conventional cache-blocking techniques, the exploited temporal locality brings additional 30% performance gains. It also outperforms adaptive contention reduction techniques by 17%.
Combining SAS with temporal blocking or hierarchical tiling [10] is a natural extension for future work. In fact, in this case, SAS becomes essential for CMTs, otherwise independent threads sharing the same cache are not able to coordinate and work on potentially time-skewed tiles optimized for individual caches.
Future work also includes extending SAS to cover parallel operations over trees and graphs. It would also be useful to integrate SAS into existing parallel programming APIs such as OpenMP [8] .
